
Handmade Things Medieval Spinning Worksheet 

 

I Praise God and Ever Shall, 

It is the Sheep hath paid for all. 

This saying is attributed to a Medieval merchant from Newark in Nottinghamshire .   

During the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, Hull was the third largest port in England for the 

export of wool, with a quarter of all the wool from the country going through Hull’s port. In the first 

decade of the fourteenth century an average of 6,328 woolsacks were exported through Hull every 

year. Because a wool sack held the wool of 240 sheep that means that in an average year the wool 

from 1.5 million sheep went abroad from Hull.  A wool sack was quite large, probably (1.5m x 1.5m x 

1m) and weighed around 165kg or to put it another way, it was about the size of a small double bed 

and weighed about as much as two men.  

Medieval sheep were not only valuable, they were valued.  A medieval treatise on estate 

management said that “It profiteth the lord to have discreet shepherds, watchful and kindly, so that 

the sheep be not tormented by their wrath but crop their pasture in peace and joyfulness; for it is a 

token of the shepherd’s kindness if the sheep be not scattered abroad but browse around him in 

company.” (Fleta, edited by John Selden in 1647), another said “See that your shepherd be not hasty, 

for by an angry man some may be badly overdriven, from which they may perish there where your 

sheep are pasturing and the shepherd comes among them.” (Husbandry: Walter of Henley).  They 

were rarely slaughtered for meat – usually only once they were too old to produce good wool, or to 

breed.   

The making of textiles was probably among the first skills that humans developed.  Spindle whorls 

(the weights at the bottom of a spindle) are some of the commonest archaeological finds.  They may 

be made from a variety of materials many are made of lead, pottery, stone or chalk.  We don’t find 

many wooden ones, but this may be because wood doesn’t survive in the soil as well as harder 

materials like stone, metal and ceramic.  So spindles were among the first machines made by man.  

The earliest, as mentioned in the film, was probably just a stick on which hand twisted thread was 

wound, such a stick can be rolled more easily than the thread itself.  The addition of a weight (whorl) 

would have made this task even easier, thus the spindle may have been invented. 

The shape, size and weight of the whorl affects how the spindle spins: A wide spindle spins slowly, 

like an ice skater with their arms held out wide from the body, such a whorl will keep spinning for a 

long time, whereas a whorl that has all the weight near the shaft spins quickly like the same ice 

skater with their arms above their head, but quickly runs out of momentum, stops and then starts 

unwinding the thread.  A heavy whorl needs a thick thread to support it, whereas a fine thread 

needs a light whorl. 

Spinning is one of those skills that looks simple, and the basics can be taught in a few minutes, but it 

takes practice to develop the skill to make reliably good thread. 

At its simplest, spinning takes locks of wool straight off the sheep, draws them out into a thin strand 

and imparts twist so that the threads hold together instead of drifting apart.  This works because 

once the individual hairs are wrapped around each other, there is a lot of friction holding them in 

place and any pull on the thread works on the sides of the fibres, so it holds them together rather 

than sliding them apart. 



You might like to try spinning at home.  You could buy wool from specialist shops, or you may be 

able to buy fleeces direct from local farms.  But you may also be able to find some hanging on fences 

or bushes in fields where sheep are grazing.   It is important to follow the countryside code.  Please 

only enter fields by footpaths, keep to the paths, have your dog on a lead (and never let it chase 

sheep).  You should also always wash any wool before you use it, and wash your hands carefully 

after handling unwashed wool. 

 

Wool on bushes where sheep have sheltered from the weather. 

Once you have found or bought your wool and washed it you are ready to start turning it from fluff 

into thread: Start by pulling a few hairs out of the lock and twisting them as shown in the video, to 

get the hang of how spinning works, once you have done that you are ready to progress to a spindle.  

Again, you can buy spindles readymade, but for an experiment you can make one from a pencil, a 

blob of blutack and an old CD/DVD.  Thread the CD onto the pencil and hold it in place with a blob of 

blutack underneath.   Because a CD makes a wide flat, lightweight whorl, it makes an excellent 

beginner spindle because it spins slowly but for a long time.  



 

A spindle made from a pencil, a CD and some blutack. 

One thing to remember is that you can only join new fibre into an un-spun section of thread, you can 

not add “fluff” to “thread”, you have to add fluff to fluff.  So if your thread breaks and you want to 

start spinning again, just unwind the broken end of the thread a bit so that you have fluff again, not 

a tightly spun bit of thread and draft some of the old fibre with the new fibre to make a strong join. 

Now you have a spindle, have another look at the section of the video about how to spin and have a 

go. Make a slip knot to attach the thread you’ve already made to the pencil part of the spindle, then 

wind the spare around the shaft of your spindle, taking it up to the top in a nice “barber pole stripe” 

before making the backward hitch at the top as shown in the video.  This barber pole stripe is 

important because it stops the thread slipping off the spindle – if you go up straight from the 

bottom, the knot will always come undone and the spindle will drop to the floor. 

Do not be discouraged if you keep dropping the spindle or breaking the thread, remember, medieval 

people learnt to spin when they were tiny, so by the time they were grown they had already been 



doing it for years.  There are no spinning police: if you are turning fluff into thread you are doing it 

right.   

As said in the video, it is far easier to work with carded or combed wool, so if you get the bug you 

might want to invest in some proper spinning equipment, but if all you want to do is learn to turn 

fluff into thread, then you don’t need to card or comb it. 

 

 

A selection of original and replica spindles.  From left to right: A fired clay bead, a wide terracotta 

potsherd spindle, an original Medieval lead spindle whorl, a replica medieval whorl made of pewter 

and the spindle used in the film made from a broken piece of replica medieval pottery. 
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